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By employing visual language,  
a designer can create a message with what may seem to be limited graphic vocabulary.  

1. Line is an element of visual and graphic expression. It is defined as a mark connecting two 

points, creating various effects. From optical illusions to giving emphasis or indicating location, 

line can represent, symbolize, clarify, and communicate. 

2. Shape is the next extension of this visual vocabulary. In this project, both the shapes and the 

white space around them become obvious tools with which to work.

3. Once these concepts are explored, the same shape-to-space relationships can be applied to the 

letterforms of classic non-illustrative typefaces where the message should still be clear.

Other objectives of this first project include: 

• Class participation in multiple workshops using multiple platforms. 

• Time management and work expectations in and out of class under a timeline.  

These always foretell the success of student’s time management and performance this semester.
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• Further skill development with Adobe programs, especially Illustrator and Photoshop

• Illustrator: Further experience with vector art creation.

• Illustrator & Photoshop: Introduction of basic motion graphics by creating a GIF.

• Performance level and self-assessment: Given the many opportunities to be sure work is at its 

highest level, anything other than 100% only shows poor ambition and/or time management.

• Good attitude and strong communication skills: Do not be afraid to ask the professor for 

clarification or guidance on any part of the project; however, be sure to read all directions  

again first to check your question isn’t already answered.
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rubric
R U B R I C :
Note: Remember that a Letterform is a shape; therefore, all rubric points that reference “shape” mean 

Line, Circles, and Letterforms.

• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.

• Amount of work at each step (for example, amount of sketches due) meets at least  

the minimum. The minimum = average.

• Active participation and involvement in all WORKSHOPS.

• All sketches from LINE, SHAPES (Circles), and LETTERFORMS WORKSHOPS complete.

• All sketches from LINE, SHAPES (Circles), and LETTERFORMS WORKSHOPS tight enough  

to visually understand.

• Ideas successfully conveyed per objective via composition and awareness of  

positive/negative space.

• Awareness of how cropping shapes for visual tension affects design. 

• Successful exploration into how line direction affects communication.

• Successful exploration into how shapes’ size and position affect communication.

• Successful exploration into how space vs. shape affects a design.

• Letterforms portion of project uses only the fonts allowed (or approved by professor).

• Each design clearly conveys word picked.

• Correct use of Illustrator for LETTERFORMS.

• Correct use of Illustrator and Photoshop for creation of at least one basic GIF.

• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well? 

• Self-Evaluation completed and on time.

• Participation in all critiques.

W E I G H T  D I S T R I B U T I O N 
Student should put 100% effort into each part of this multi-day workshop and time out of 
class or the overall project grade will be reduced. 

• Line: 15%

• Shape: 15%

• Letterforms: 40%

• GIF Creation: 10%

• Overall Workshop Participation/Involvement/Craftsmanship: 20%

• Total: 100  - percentages are approximate
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workshops
overview
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• W O R K S H O P  1   Wed Aug 31

• Design Basics Quick Review: Scale, Visual Hierarchy, Balance, Contrast, Gestalt Principles

• Geometric LINE + SHAPE: Review of straight lines and then growing principles into the shapes 

these lines create.  

• Organic LINE + SHAPE: Review of curvy lines and then applying principles into the shapes these 

lines create. 

• Space: Exploration/review of how the relation of negative space to positive space created by the 

shapes within the “canvas” is the key to making sure your message delivers!

---

• SKETCHES for LINE + SHAPE: Students will begin to ideate with rough sketches,  

using pencil/marker and paper. Then students will finalize a set number of sketches  

on provided tangible pages. Work will be completed before next class time. 

W O R K S H O P  2   Wed Sept 7 

• Review LINE and SHAPE Sketches: In-class review of finalized sketches. 

• Typography Basics: A general overview of and introduction to typography, making  

students aware of the shape and space (vs. just picking out a font) that allows one to  

become a great typographer. 

• LETTERFORMS + Space: Introduction to how line, shape, space, and placement on the page  

will all help create a message using letters that have no illustrative-packed meaning  

(i.e., no typeface with flames to message “Hot”).

• SKETCHES FOR LETTERFORMS: Students will begin to ideate with rough sketches,  

using pencil/marker and paper. Then students will finalize a set number of sketches  

on provided tangible pages. Work will be completed before next class time. 
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W O R K S H O P  3   Mon Sept 12 

• Review LETTERFORMS Sketches: In-class review of finalized sketches, picking the best 4 with 

encouragement for even further refinement (and even more ideas!) on computer. 

---

• LETTERFORMS Digital: Students will create clean digital artwork from the chosen sketches. 

Tips to creating the cleanest work by changing fonts to vector artwork and removing any 

unused material will be supplied. Work will be completed before next class time.

 
W O R K S H O P  4   Wed Sept 14 

• Review LETTERFORMS Digital Art: In-class review of finalized art, picking the best to use for a GIF. 

• Basic Motion Graphics Introduction: Introduction to GIF creation of  one of the Letterforms 

creations using Illustrator and Photoshop. Work will be completed before next class time.

https://community.adobe.com/t5/illustrator-discussions/convert-text-to-outlines-using-illustrator/m-p/11476156
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line
The first part will focus on the use of line to investigate relationships, mood, pattern and other 

visual effects. We will use line to create compositions in which abstract form will express the words 

listed below. 

 

During the Typography Workshop, explore clean sketches for each of the words using the  

provided sheets. If you do one word (truth), you will need to do its pair (fiction) in another square. 

The words pairs are:

truth | fiction   •   pragmatic | idealistic 
consent | dissent   •   almost | exact 

alone | together   •   talk | listen 
depart | arrive   •   violence | peace 
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L I N E  R U L E S

Each word will have its own composition, but each set of words works together. These rules must 

be followed within a square on both sketches* and digital.  

• Ten lines are to appear in each composition.  (Not nine. Not eleven. TEN.)

• No closed forms, such as circles or squares, may be used or created from the lines.

• The lines may change in length. 

• The lines may intersect, cross, and touch, but do not have to do so.

• All lines (rectangles) must be straight, the same thickness (at least 1/8 [=.125] inch), in black, 

on a white background. Though this is technically a rectangle now, just consider it a thick line.  

length

Imagine this is your line. Now you can rotate it however you want. 

“thickness”

• For both sketches and digital, lines must be filled in. NO OUTLINES. 

• Lines can be set next to each other to become thicker lines (for example, you could put all ten 

1/8 inch lines next to each to appear to be one very thick line. 

• Be aware of the white space (negative space) vs. the black lines (positive space)

• Be very aware of the edge of each composition area, aka cropping for visual tension.  

Centered designs are (almost always) boring

• Think in pairs of words, though each square only gets one word. This is much easier because 

they help to define each other.
8

not to scale
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L I N E  S K E T C H E S 
• You will receive this sheet with 16 squares on it for LINE. 

Do at least 1 full sheet, which means 8 pairs of ideas.

• Use a dark, sharp pencil, a black marker, or similar. 

• Be sure your work is clean and not just your first 

attempt, though not every idea will be your best. 

• Quality? See Intro Slide for thumbnail sketches. They 

do not need to be final art, but they need to be more 

than quick ideas. Lines need to be straight Forms need 

to be filled in. 

• Remember the lines must be thick enough and filled 
in with black. If they are not, your grade has already 

begun to suffer! 
 

• 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE by 11:05am Wed Sept 7 for review in class.  

See other work for SHAPE that is also due this day! 

 

The pages will be collected when attendance is taken, so please make sure they are indeed 

finished when asked. If they are not finished, you cannot do a Second Try on the project during 

the semester and your project grade is already impacted (see rubric about following directions).

NAME ____________________________________________________________   |  PROJECT 2  |  LINES
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shape
The second part will investigate spatial relationships, frame reference, illusionary space and 

contrast, using a limited graphic vocabulary of black circles. The discoveries that result from 

this exploration into the interrelationship of form and space are vital to the growth of the visual 

language employed by the designer to give meaning to ideas. This is also more of a challenge 

because each word must live on its own devoid of reference of its opposite.

The words are:  

    shriek   •   murmur   •   standardize  •   influence 
juxtapose   •   pacify   •   preserve  •   bewilder    

contaminate •   renounce   •   motivate   •   deter   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1 0
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pacify contaminate standardize
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S H A P E  R U L E S  +  T I P S :
Each word will have its own composition, but one may consider words in pairs (see final layout of 

the project). These rules must be followed within a square on both sketches* and digital.   

• Only circles are allowed.  Circles ≠ Ovals. 

• You may use any number of same or different sized solid black circles. 

• Circles may overlap, scale, and go off the edge (cropped).

• Be aware of what is created in the white space, as well as how shapes interact with the edges of 

the composition.

• Be very aware of the edge of each composition area (=cropping for visual tension!). 

• Centered designs are (almost always) boring.

• When sketching, fill in circles so they are solid black. No outlines.  

S H A P E  S K E T C H E S  
 

• You will receive a sheet with 16 squares on it for SHAPE. Do at least 1 full sheet.

• Use a dark, sharp pencil, a black marker, or similar. 

• Quality? See Intro Slide for thumbnail sketches.  

They do not need to be final art, but they need to be more than quick ideas. Lines need to be 

straight Forms need to be filled in.  

• Try your best to draw circles. Use a drawing compass if possible. Circles must be solid black and 

outline should not be visible.

• Be sure your work is clean and not just your first attempt.

• Try at least one sketch for every word. 
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE by 11:05am Wed Sept 7 for review in class.  

See other work for LINE that is also due this day! 

 

The pages will be collected when attendance is taken, so please make sure they are indeed 

finished when asked. If they are not finished, you cannot do a Second Try on the project during 

the semester and your project grade is already impacted (see rubric about following directions).
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letterforms
The third part of this project applies to letterforms that you explore in the relation of space 

to shape. In the workshop, students will explore hand-rendering basic letters that refer to the 

typefaces below. Exact letter shape is not as important as exploring messaging using non-

illustrative shapes. In other words, using space and size instead of obvious illustrative see-and-say.

All of the fonts in these typeface families – bold, italics, and sometimes even bold italics – are 

allowed, so load up the fonts to see all the choices!  With awareness of space and composition, 

express the words shown below. 

The font files are located in the PROJ 2 STUDENT SUPPORT 
FILES in each student’s PROJECT 2 folder.  Especially see the 
helpful FONT CHOICES F22.pdf in the Project 2 FONTS 
folder for quick reference. In Workshop 3, students will be 

guided in class how to install fonts into computer.  

shriek   •   murmur   •   standardize  •   dictate 
juxtapose   •   pacify   •   preserve  •   bewilder    

infect   •   renounce   •   motivate   •   deter 
logical   •   together   •   alone   •   murder   •   chew

1 3
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L E T T E R F O R M  R U L E S
These rules must be followed within a square on both sketches and digital.  

• Only one word per composition. (Only the words above allowed.)

• Only the typefaces above may be used, though any style in the font file is available!

• Punctuation and numbers can be used. Characters can be repeated. 

• Letter shapes must be filled. They cannot be outlined in either sketches or digital execution. 

• Letterforms must be all black on a white background. Reverse is not allowed.

• Color is not allowed. This includes gray.

• Word must be legible unless a design reason is presented to – and approved by – professor.

• Baseline does not need to be constant, nor does it need to be horizontal!

• Do not skew letters, but scaling is encouraged.

• The same word may be repeated multiple times in one design for effect. 

• Be able to explain how and why your design choices work using knowledge explored in previous 

lines and shape exercises.

• More than one typeface/style may – but does not need to – be used in one word or between the 

pair. For example, this work* uses Arial Black only and then Garamond Regular only. 

               *These words are not in your list.

1 4
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L E T T E R F O R M S  S K E T C H E S  
 

• You will receive the same sheet with 9 squares on it  

as the previous steps, but you do not need to write the word 

on the line below unless necessary. The sheet is also provided 

in your Project 2 Google file folder for those using Procreate/

Fresco or any who would like to print more.

• Do at least 2 full sheets, which equals 18 sketches 
(minimum).

• Procreate/Fresco and any digital device are not allowed.  
These must be completed on paper. 

• Use a dark, sharp pencil, a black marker, or similar.  

• Quality? See Intro Slide for thumbnail sketches.  

They do not need to be final art, but they need to be more than quick ideas. Lines need to be 

straight Forms need to be filled in.   

• DO YOUR BEST TO IMITATE THE TYPEFACE.  
Is it condensed? Bold? Does it have serifs? ...

• Be sure your work is clean and not just your first attempt.

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

DUE by 11:05am Mon Sept 12 for review in class.  

 

The pages will be collected when attendance is taken, so please make sure they are indeed 

finished when asked. If they are not finished, you cannot do a Second Try on the project during 

the semester and your project grade is already impacted (see rubric about following directions). 

 



L E T T E R F O R M S  V E C T O R  A R T W O R K 
 
1 :  F I L E  S E T - U P

• File : New  > More Settings (on the bottom by Create) >

    ---

• Name: YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_LETTER.AI. 

.AI is the native Illustrator file type that will be 
assigned by the program.

> Units: Inches 

> 12 Artboards (add more later if you’d like) 

> Spacing 8 in;  2 Columns 

> 4 in (= inches) x 4 in 

> 0 Bleed 

> CMYK Color Mode 

> There should be no Raster Effects,  

    so keep it at Medium.

• File : Save.

-----

• This will be your work space.  

> If you want to add more artboards, go Window : Artboards.  

    When dialog box appears, pull the drop down menu and select  

    New Artboard. 

> Turn on your Rulers (Command + R).  

> Use guides to help you be exact in lining things up.  

    View: Guides : Show Guides. Pull guides from your Rulers.  

>  File : Save. Save early and save often! 

2 :  S T A R T  W O R K I N G  >  T I P S

• Be sure your letterforms have Black Fill and No Stroke. 

• Once letters are typed into an artboard using the Type tool , immediately change 
these letters into shapes. In other words, it will not longer call to a font file, but 

become vector art.  
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Do the following:  

> Use the Select tool  to select the line of type  

> Go Type : Create Outlines.  

   Note: If you have the Type tool  still selected, Create Outlines will likely not be visible. 

• The outlined letters will automatically be grouped. To ungroup, select the letters and go 

Object : Ungroup.  

See all of the previous information about Illustrator. Reminders:

• Remember to Scale. Don’t Skew.

• To rotate, select the object and use the Rotate tool or go Object : Transform : Move. 

• Don’t forget about Clipping Masks (no Select All) and View : Preview vs. View : Outline.  

Don’t be afraid to have letters partially cropped! 

 

see next page

SCALED SCALED

SKEWED SKEWED
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D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

All of the following is DUE by 11:05am Wed Sept 14 for review in class. 

 

IN GOOGLE DRIVE
DUE in shared Project 2 folder

• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_LETTER.AI 

ON SLACK 
• Also File : Save As a PDF. 

Post this YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_LETTER.PDF in Slack

DUE in thread asking for LETTERFORM digital work on #2303_project2 channel

View : Preview

View : Outline



motion
graphics

A GIF is the O.G. of digital Motion Graphics. In this workshop, students will be guided through 

creating a GIF from vector artwork using Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.

In class, students will first share their completed vector artwork of Letterforms. With feedback 

from the professor and fellow students, one piece will be chosen to create a GIF.

Steps will be completed in class together; however, if student would like a review or to move 

forward more quickly, please see the following steps. 

ILLUSTRATOR: ARTBOARD 1

1. Use the selection tool and COMMAND + A to Select All art from the artboard of your  

YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_LETTER.AI file that you will use.

2. Press COMMAND+C (or Edit:Copy) to COPY. 

3. Create a new file (COMMAND +N) with the same specs > YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_GIF.AI

4. Using the Rectangle tool
 

, draw a square with white fill and no stroke
 

 that fills the 

entire artboard. 

5. Paste your artwork in the first artboard by pressing COMMAND + V (or Edit:Paste). 

ILLUSTRATOR: ARTBOARD 2 (FRAME 2)

6. Go to Window : Artboards. 

7. Make sure you have Artboard 1 selected. Then select 

Duplicate Artboards from the drop-down menu.

8. Adjust your image on the new artboard.

ILLUSTRATOR: REPEAT UNTIL ALL FRAMES FINISHED 

9. Repeat these steps until all your frames (artboards)  

    are complete.

ILLUSTRATOR: RENAME ARTBOARDS (FRAMES) 

10. Rename each Artboard to just be the frame number. To do this, 

double-click on the artboard name and it will allow you to type. 

M E N U
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ILLUSTRATOR: EXPORT ARTBOARDS (FRAMES) 

11. Select your artboards and press OPTION + COMMAND + E (or File : Export : Export for Screens)

to export arboards for screens. Make sure you choose the destination as your Desktop and file 

type as PNG.  

(Your artboards will have letterforms artwork on them.)

12. The files will appear on your Desktop as a folder of PNGs. MAKE SURE YOUR PNGs 

are square of white with black artwork on them!! If only black artwork shows, 

please speak with professor.

The following information is from this source. Treat your PNGs like photo JPGs.

PHOTOSHOP: IMPORT A SERIES OF FRAMES

13. Open Photoshop and go to File : Scripts : Load Files into Stack. Click Browse and locate the files 

you want to use. While holding down the Shift key, select all the files and click Open (remember 

your files are on your Computer, not in the Cloud). Then click OK to import the photos into a 

single layered file.

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/how-to/make-animated-gif.html
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PHOTOSHOP: OPEN THE TIMELINE PANEL AND CREATE FRAME ANIMATION

14. Go to Window > Timeline to open the Timeline panel

15. Click the arrow on the button in the middle of the 

panel and select Create Frame Animation. Then click 

the button to create a new frame animation.

16. Next, click that same box you just used and it will 

indeed create a new Frame Animation.

17. Click the menu icon from the upper right corner of the Timeline panel. Click Make Frames From 
Layers. This will convert all the layers in the Layers panel into individual frames in  

your animation.

18. Click the Play button from the bottom of the Timeline panel (or press the Spacebar on your 

keyboard) to preview the animation. Note: If your animation is playing in reverse, click the Timeline 

menu icon again and select Reverse Frames.

19. Adjust timing on each frame  

(I suggest .1 sec per frame).  

Make the animation Loop by selecting  

Forever to repeat. 
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PHOTOSHOP: EXPORT AS GIF 

20. Go to File > Export > Save for Web (Legacy)...

       >> On the box that appears, select GIF 128 Dithered from the top Preset menu.

       >> Select Forever from the Looping Options menu.

       >> Click the Preview button in the lower left corner of the Export window to preview  

         your GIF in a web browser.

 

21. Click Save and select the Desktop as the destination for your animated GIF file.  

Name it YOUR LAST NAME_ GIF-ANIMATION.gif.

 

 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E

All of the following is DUE by 11:05am Mon Sept 19 for review in class. 

 

IN GOOGLE DRIVE
DUE in shared Project 2 folder

• YOUR LAST NAME_GIF-ANIMATION.GIF 

ON SLACK 
• Also post this YOUR LAST NAME_GIF-ANIMATION.GIF in Slack

DUE in thread asking for the gifs on #2303_project2 channel
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self-evaluationM E N U

Fill out and Submit this Google Form. 
 
   DUE in class on Wed, Sept 21. 

https://forms.gle/ag1ZQJqFuQhUA6Vn9


schedule
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W E E K  O F  A U G  2 9

WED AUG 31: 

• WORKSHOP 1  in class 

• Begin work in class on LINE and SHAPE sketches 

• Work outside of class on LINE and SHAPE sketches.

W E E K  O F  S E P T  5

MON SEPT 5:

• Labor Day

WED SEPT 7:

• PROJECT 1 DUE
• LINE and SHAPE sketches DUE by 11:05am to review/critique.

• WORKSHOP 2 (LETTERFORMS)  in class 

• Work in class and outside of class on LETTERFORMS sketches; 

W E E K  O F  S E P T  1 2

MON SEPT 12

• LETTERFORMS sketches DUE by 11:05am to review/critique.

• WORKSHOP 3 in class >> LETTERFORMS vector art 

• Work outside of class on finalizing LETTERFORMS vector art.

WED SEPT 14: 

• YOUR LAST NAME_Proj2_LETTER.AI (and PDF) DUE by 11:05am to review/critique.

• WORKSHOP 4 in class >> GIF creation

https://spark.adobe.com/page/rrEmjwFpJvN1Z/
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W E E K  O F  S E P T  1 9

MON SEPT 19:

• YOUR LAST NAME_GIF-ANIMATION.GIF DUE by 11:05am to review/critique.

• Work outside of class on revising any work and final file creation

• Begin Project 3.

WED SEPT 21: 

• Project 3.

• PROJECT 2:  All files DUE by 11:05am.

• PROJECT 2 Self-Evaluation DUE >> will complete in class


